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1. Introduction. Although as a concept in its own right the compact

mapping is of fairly recent vintage, it is already familiar to many users of

the mathematical language of today as it merely isolates and formalizes the

familiar fact that, when a mapping operates on a compact space, the inverse

image of every compact set is compact. Thus in general a mapping is compact

[l ; 2] when it has this property, whether the domain space is compact or not.

This notion has already proven fruitful and offers promise of further useful

exploitation due largely to the fact that a compact mapping retains in a

more general setting so much of the character of a mapping operating on a

compact space. Thus a considerable advantage accrues when problems con-

cerning mappings on noncompact spaces can be reduced to a form allying

them as closely as possible with compact mappings.

In view of the fact that, as shown by Vaïnsteïn [2], any closed mapping

has a partial mapping which is compact and has the same image space, and in

view also of the usual duality relationship between open and closed mappings,

it has seemed to the author that an arbitrary open mapping should be related

in some analogous way to a compact mapping. One might anticipate that if

the domain space were suitably augmented the mapping could be so extended

as to become compact, so that the given mapping would be a partial mapping

of a compact one. In this paper it will be shown that this can in fact be done

and, indeed, for all mappings rather than for just open ones. For it turns out

that in a suitably constructed space, unifying both the domain and the

range spaces, a compact mapping can be defined which is topologically

equivalent to the given one on the prototype of the original domain space.

Thus we show that any mapping from one Hausdorff (') space to another is

topologically equivalent to a partial mapping of a compact mapping (actually

a retraction) in the unified space. The unified space is separable and metrizable

when the given spaces are locally compact, separable and metric; and it is

in this setting that the chief usefulness of the new viewpoint and result will

likely be found.
2. The unified space. Open sets. The transfer mappings. Given topo-

logical spaces X and F with open set topologies and a mapping/^) = Y, we

define a new space, called the unified space,
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(') The author is indebted to J. L. Kelley for the suggestion that this be done for Hausdorff

spaces rather than separable metric spaces.
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Z = X' + Y'

consisting of a point x' = h(x) for each x£AT and a point y' = k(y) for each

yG Fso that h(X)=X' and k(Y) = F'are 1-1 and A"- F' = 0 (the empty set). A

subset Q of Z is defined to be open provided

(i) h~l(QX') is open in X,

(ii) k~\Q-Y') is open in F,

and

(iii) for any compacta) setisT C k'^Q-Y^J-^K) ■ [X - h~l(Q-X')] is compact.

As usual a set F in Z is defined to be closed provided Z — F is open. A subset

Vof Y' is said to be open in Y' if and only if it is of the form V=Q- Y' where

Q is open in Z and, similarly, a set U in X' is open in X' provided it is of the

form U=QX' with Q open in Z. When the term "open" without qualifica-

tion is used in connection with a subset of Z it is meant to refer to openness in

Z as defined above.

We note the following easy conclusions concerning open sets in Z.

(a) If Q is open so also is QX'. In particular, X' is open.

For (ii) and (iii) follow at once from the fact that Y'-Q-X' is empty.

(b) A subset E of X' is open in X' if and only if it is open in Z.

The "if is trivial and the "only if" follows from (a).

(c) For any open set U in X, h(U) is open.

For again h(U) ■ Y' is empty, giving (ii) and (iii).

(d) If V is any open set in Y, X'+k(V) is open.

For if Q = X'+k(V), (i) and (ii) are satisfied because h-\Q-X')=X and
k~l(Q- Y') = V; and (iii) follows from the fact that X-h~l(Q-X') is empty.

(e) For any closed set KCZY, Z — k(K) is open so that k(K) is closed.

This follows from (d), taking V= Y—K.

These conclusions lead at once to the

Theorem, h is an open mapping of X into Z and k is a closed mapping of Y

into Z. Thus h and k are homeomorphisms.

Continuity of h and k results directly from (i) and (ii) respectively. From

(c) and (e) we have that h is open and that k is closed. Since h and k are 1-1

they are therefore homeomorphisms. They will be called the transfer map-

pings.

3. Retraction onto Y'. For each 3t'6I' define r(x')=kfh~l(x') and for

y'EY' define r(y')=y'.

Theorem, r is continuous and hence is a retraction of Z into Y'.

(2) The term "compact" is used throughout this paper in the sense of "bicompact," i.e., a

set is compact if each of its open coverings is reducible to a finite covering.
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Proof. Let U be any open subset of Y'. We have to show that r~1(U) is

open in Z. Let Q = r~1(U). We have

Q= U + hf-lk-\U).

Then Q satisfies (i) since QX' =hf~1k~i(U) so that h-1(Q-X')=Mk-1(U),
which is open by continuity of k and /; and (ii) holds since Q- Y' = U so that

k~l(Q- Y')=k~1(U) which is open by continuity of k. Also Q satisfies (iii),

because  any compact  set KCZk~l(Q- Y') = k~\U)   has M(K)CZh~l(Q-X')

=f~1k~1(U). Thus Q is open in Z.

4. Open set axioms satisfied in the unified space. We now assume X and

F to be Hausdorff spaces, i.e., topological spaces in which any two distinct

points have disjoint open set neighborhoods. On this basis we show that Z

is a topological space with an open set topology. Also Z satisfies the weaker

separation axiom that "the complement of a point is open" although in

general not the Hausdorff separation axiom.

(4.1) The empty set and the whole space Z are open sets.

Proof. If Q is empty, so are h~l(QX') and h~l(Q- Y') so that (i) and (ii)

are satisfied. Also any KCZk~1(Q- Y') is empty so that/_1(7C) is empty and

thus (iii) holds. If Q = Z, h~1(QX')=X and *-»«?■ Y')^Y so that (i) and
(ii) are satisfied, whereas X — h~1(QX') is empty so that (iii) holds.

Lemma. 7« a Hausdorff space, any compact set KCZ ]C" Gi, where each G,

is open, admits a representation K= ^" Ki where each K~i is compact and

KiCZGi, i=l, • ■ • , n.

Proof. By induction on n. The case « = 1 is trivial. Assume true for n<k.

Given KCZ J% G„ let A = K-K-.'Eï~1 Gi and B=K-KGk. Since A and
B are compact and disjoint, there exists an open set V satisfying A C VCZGk

and V-B = 0 so that KVCZGk. Define Kk = KV and K' = K-K- V. Now
since K' is compact and K'CZ Sî-1 Gi, by the induction hypothesis we have

K''= 23Î-1 Ki where Ki is compact and KiCZGi, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , k — l. This
gives K= 2IÎ K{ with Ki compact and KiCZGi, i=l, • ■ ■ , k, and thus proves

our lemma.

(4.2) The union of any collection of open sets is an open set.

Proof. Let U= ^Q, where each set Q is open in Z. Then since h~l(UX')

= ~22h~l(Q-X') and each set h~1(Q-X') is open, it follows that (i) is satisfied.

Similarly, (ii) is satisfied. Now let K be a compact set lying in k~1(U- Y')

= ^lk~1(Q- Y'). Since each set k~1(Q- Y') is open in F, there is a finite sequence

of the sets Q, say Qu • ■ ■ , Qn, such that

KCzJlk-KQi-Y').

By the lemma, this gives
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K <« ?. Ki, where each Ki is compact and Ki C £_1(Q>' F').
i

We have

t\K)[X - h-KU-X')] = J:f-KKi)[X - h~\U-X')]
i

C ¿ /"W • [x - h-* (x' ¿ Qy)]

c¿/-w[*- *-'(*'&)]•
i-1

The final set on the right is compact because each of the summands is

compact by (iii) and the openness of Qi. Thus the set on the left is compact

since it is closed. Accordingly (iii) is satisfied by U and U is open.

We remark that a set in Z is closed if and only if it contains all of its limit

points. This is now clear because, in any space, the proposition that every set

containing all its limit points has an open complement is equivalent to the

proposition that the union of any collection of open sets is open.

(4.3) The intersection of two open sets is open.

Proof. Let Ci and Q2 be open. Then since h-l(Ql-Qi-X')=h-1(Qi-X')

■h~~1(Q2-X'), it follows that (i) is satisfied. Similarly (ii) is satisfied. Let K

be a compact set contained in k~1iQiQí- Y'). Then

t\K)\X - k-^QyQtX')]

= t\K)[X - h-\Q,-X')h-\Q2-X')]

= t\K)[X - h-\QvX') + X - h-\Q2-X')]

= f~KK)[X - h-\QvX')]+f-\K)[X - h-\Q2X')].

Since each summand on the right is compact it follows that the set on the

left is compact and thus (¡ii) is satisfied by Ci • (?2-

(4.4) For any p(Z-Z, Z —pis open.

Proof. If Z-p = Q, the sets hrliQ-X') and h~liQ- Y') are the same as X

and F or these spaces reduced by a single point. Thus (i) and (ii) hold. Also

the set X — h~liQ ■ X') contains at most one point, so that (iii) holds for any K.

(4.41) Corollary. For any compact set N in X, Z — hiN) is open.

For (i) and (ii) follow as in (4.4); and the set in (iii) becomes/_1(7i)-A7

and hence is compact.

5. Compactness of r. Openness.

(5.1) Theorem. The retraction r is a compact mapping, i.e., for any com-

pact set K' in Y', r_1(7i') is compact.
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Proof. Since K = k~1iK') is compact so that Y—K is open, it follows by

§2, (d), that X'+ Y'-K'=Z-K' is open so that K' is closed. Hence r~\K')

is closed. Let [G] be any open covering of r~liK'). Since K' is compact, a

finite union U= Yl"-i G i of sets of [G] contains K'. Let

E = r-\K') - Ur-\K').

Then E is closed and ECZX'. Thus Q = Z — E is open and contains K'. Since

KCk^iQ- Y'), it follows by (iii) that the set

f~KK)-[X - h-\Q-X')\

is compact. Since h~liE) is closed and is contained in this set, A_1(£) is com-

pact. Therefore E is compact and hence is contained in a finite union V

= Z»+i Gi of sets of [G]. This gives r-liK')CU+ V= YlT Gi.

(5.11) Corollary. If Y is locally compact, so also is Z. If Y is compact so

also is Z.

Thus for any space X, the corresponding space Z provides a compactifica-

tion or local compactification of X for every mapping of X onto a compact

F or a locally compact F respectively.

(5.2) Theorem. If f is an open mapping, so also is r.

Proof. Let Q be any open set in Z. By definition of r we have

r(Q) = kfk-i(Q-X')+Q-Y';

and since each of the sets on the right is open in Y' so also is their union.

6. Regularity. If X and  Y are locally compact, Z is regular.

Proof. Let p(Z.Z and let Q be any open set in Z containing p.

If pCZ-X', X'Q is open and contains p. Thus h~1(X'-Q) contains an open

set V containing h~l(p) and such that V is compact and lies in h~l(X' Q).

By §1, (c), h(V) is open in Z and, by (4.41), h(V) is closed in Z; and since

h(V)Dh(V) we have

P C KV) C W) C h(V) C X'Q.

If pCZ- Y', let U be an open set in F such that U is compact and satisfying

k~\p)C UCÜC k-\QY').

Then the set

K = f-\U)[X- h-KQ-X')]

is compact. Thus since X is locally compact there exists an open set G in X

containing K such that G is compact. We define

V = Q[Z- hiG)]-r-*kiU).
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Then V is open in Z since each of the three sets on the right is open in Z.

Obviously V contains p and is contained in Q. Let xCZ.Fr(V) = V—V. Then

x G r~lk( 77) = r~lk{Ü),

since this latter set is closed and contains r~lkiU) which in turn contains V.

Now if xCZ-X' — Q-X', we would have â_1(x)£7lCG, because kfh_1(x) = r(x)

must be in k(U) so that/Â-1(x) must be in U and hence h~lix) is in M(U)

and not in h~l(Q-X'), i.e. h~1(x)CZK. However, this is impossible as VCZZ

— h(G). On the other hand, if x£ Y', we have r(x) =x and thus xCZk(U)CZQ-

Thus in any case xCZQ so that VCZQ.

In view of (5.11) it is clear that regularity of Z is not to be expected with-

out additional restrictions on X since, for example, if X is an arbitrary subset

of a Euclidean or of Hubert space and/ is a projection of X onto a line, the re-

sulting unified space Z would be locally compact and yet it contains an open

set homeomorphic with X. Here it will be noted that if, for example, X and

F are in 7¿2 and X contains a dense subset of a line perpendicular to F but

contains no interval of this line, the unified space Z does not even satisfy

the Hausdorff separation axiom. Indeed we have the

Theorem. If Y is locally compact, then Z is regular if and only if X is

locally compact.

Proof. If X is locally compact, Z is regular by the preceding theorem.

On the other hand, by (5.11), Z is locally compact; and since X' is open in Z,

this implies that X' is locally compact provided Z is regular. Thus if Z is

regular, X' is locally compact and hence so also is X as hiX) =X' is a homeo-

morphism.

7. Separability. If X and Y are locally compact and perfectly separable,

Z is perfectly separable.

Proof. Choose a countable base Ri, R2, • ■ • , of open sets in F with each

R„ compact and a countable base Qu Qit ■ • • in X. Since/_1(i?„) is closed and

X is locally compact we can write

f\Rn) -±Kn<
i-i

where each set X? is compact and

KÏ C int (K[) CKn2C int (7C¡) C • • ■

where "int" means interior relative to/_1(icn). Define

S"i = r_1¿(*») - H¿b

= r-1*(Ä,) ■ [Z - h(K\)], i, n = 1, 2, • • • .
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Then each S? is open since each of the two sets on the right in the last equa-

tion is open. We shall show that the sets (5?) together with the sets [/¡(on)]

form a countable basis in Z.

To this end let pCZZ and let Q be any open set in Z containing p. If pCZX',

then since Q-X' is open, there exists an n such that h^1(p)CZQnCZh~~1(Q-X')

and thus so that pGh(Qn)CQ-X'CQ- On the other hand, if pCZY', let us
choose an n so that

k-i(p) C Rn CR* C k~\Q-Y')

and let

K = f-\Rn)-[x- h-KQ-x')].

Then K is compact, and since KCZf~*iRn) = ]C<™ i -^?> there exists an m such

that KCKl. This gives

KKÍ) D hf\Rn)-[X' - Q-X']

so that

Si = r_1É(AB) - KKl) = Ä/_1(i?„) - h(Kl) + kiRn) C 0.

8. Conclusion. The results in the preceeding sections give at once the

Theorem. For any mapping fiX) = Y where X and Y are locally compact,

separable and metric, the unified space Z is separable and metric and f is topo-

logically equivalent to r\X' where r is a compact retraction of X into Y.
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